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G R A M M A R   
 

I  Read the text below and write the word which best fits each space. Use only one word in each 

space. There is an example at the beginning.      

 

The world of dreams. 

Most people feel that when they dream, they (00) ...are... carried off to another world. (1) .................... 

the contrary, dreams are often connected  (2) ......................... our daily lives.  (3) ......................... our 

whole mind is filled with something, when we are (4) ........................  very upset or when we are in 

good spirits, a dream will represent (5) ......................... reality in symbols. It is often said  (6) 

.........................  we benefit from dreams because they help spirit to heal (7) ......................... when 

things go wrong. Dreams are therefore (8) .........................  kind of escape, almost a holiday from real 

life with (9) ......................... fears and responsibilities. It is, (10) ........................., a strange kind of 

holiday because whether we  (11) .........................    a wonderful time or whether it turns out (12) 

......................... be a nightmare, we quickly forget it.                 

                                                                                                     …………./6pts 

 

II Underline the word or phrase which completes each sentence correctly. 

13 Our team has won every game this season / last season. 

14 Did you lose / Have you lost your passport last summer? 

15 Has Tracy met her boyfriend’s parents yesterday / yet ? 

16 It didn’t snow / hasn’t snowed much since last winter. 

17 I have already told you when you were thirteen / a thousand times! 

18 He did not meet any new people since / in 1995. 

19 I’m afraid I still haven’t heard / didn´t hear from Eric. 

20 You look exhausted. Were you working / Have you been working hard recently? 

CONTINUED  OVERLEAF                             ............./4pts 

 

G  R A M M A R  (continued) 
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III  Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the gap in the 

same line. There is an example at the beginning. 

 

Seven-year-olds fail test 

A study by the National Foundation for (0) ...Educational ... Research of 3400  EDUCATION 

seven-year-old pupils shows an (21).............................. of basic maths and English IGNORE 

which is simply (22).............................. . The results, which were published  BELIEVE 

recently, show that one in seven children lack basic (23)...............................  KNOW 

of maths and cannot even do simple multiplication. The results also show that 

a (24).............................. of the children in this age group  cannot count up to 100 THREE 

and do not know what (25).............................. such as half and quarter, refer to.  EXPRESS 

Moreover, only half of the children had any (26)..............................     of the   UNDERSTAND 

decimal system for money and only one in thirty could (27)..............................        ACCURACY  

read the temperature on a thermometer. Finally, only one in seven could say what 

the cost of three 50p (28)............................. is. As regards English, more than  LOAF  

a quarter have not learnt to read with any (29).............................. and have problems     CONFIDE 

with the alphabet; meanwhile another 25% are (30).............................. to spell  ABLE  

easy words like can, man and hot.  

  ............./ 5pts  

 

Total Points............./15pts 

 

 

 

 

 

V O C A B U L A R Y 
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I Match the beginning of each sentence (1-10) with the right ending (A-K). There is an example at 

the beginning. 

 

00 Suck the sweet     A because her children are behaving so badly. 

1 Drink this water    B because his hands are trembling. 

2 Having had so little sleep last night C you digest it more easily. 

3 Hold your breath for 30 seconds   D to see if you can get dust out of your eye. 

4 If you chew your food well,  E he’s been yawning all day.    

5 She is frowning     F and you should stop hiccoughing. 

6 Some people sneeze   G to help you swallow the pill. 

7 She sighed with relief   H if they come into contact with a cat. 

8 Try blinking     I whenever she is embarrassed. 

9 You can tell that he’s nervous  J when she heard Nick had arrived safely.  

10 She always blushes   K to stop your ears popping as the plane descends. 

 

00  K        01 ……     02 ……       03 ……       04 ……        05 ……         06 …… 

 

              07 ……      08 ……       09 ……        10 ……            

 ............./5 pts 

   

   

 

II  Insert the correct prepositions in the paragraph below.  There is an example at the beginning. 

 

Sally fell  00  …in… love  11 …………… Tom the moment she first set eyes 12 …………… him. She 

was captivated 13 …………… his beautiful smile and his kindness 14 …………… everyone he cared 

15 …………… .  She had been looking 16 …………… to going 17 ……………  holiday but, once she 

had met him, she was no longer keen 18 …………… going away in case he decided to invite her 19 

……………. . Fortunately, Tom had also fallen 20 …………… Sally. 

            ............/5  pts 

 
Total Points............./10pts 
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V O C A B U L A R Y :  P R O G R E S S I V E  T E S T  

 

Make a list of compound nouns with the word WORK: 

 

homework,  workload,     …………….  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will score 1 point for every 2 correctly spelled answers. 
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R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

Read the text below. There are two exercises to do after you have read the text. 

 

THE ROYAL BABY 

At 4.24 p.m. on July 22nd a baby was born in London. But not just any baby! This baby boy is a 

prince and will probably one day be the King of England. 

 

The Royal Family and the golden couple 

The British Royal Family are more popular than ever. 69% of the population think Britain would be 

“worse off” without a royal family, and only 10% would prefer to vote for the next Head of State. So 

what explains this pro-royal feeling? Well, perhaps it has something to do with the popularity of Prince 

William, and his wife Catherine (Kate for short). Since their romance began at university, the couple 

have provided constant interest and entertainment for the British media and their fans in the general 

public. Now, with the arrival of their baby, who is third in line to the throne to be the future King of 

England, excitement is higher than ever. 

A royal wedding 

Prince William and Kate Middleton announced their engagement in 2010, and the wedding took place 

in April 2011. The Queen declared the wedding day a national holiday in the UK. There were street 

parties all over Britain, including one in Downing Street hosted by the Prime Minister David Cameron. 

The media talked obsessively about every detail of the day; the wedding dress, the guests, the route to 

Westminster Abbey, the kiss on the balcony … everything was analysed carefully. You couldn’t open a 

newspaper or a magazine or switch on the television without seeing the happy royal couple. 

A fairytale princess? 

For people from countries who do not have a royal family, maybe the idea of marrying a prince and 

becoming a princess seems like something from a fairytale. But is it really a dream come true? What is 

life really like for Kate Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge? On the one hand, she lives a celebrity 

lifestyle of exotic travel, beautiful clothes, the best restaurants and spending time with famous people. 

On the other hand, she actually works very hard. She supports several charities, appears at official 

events and has the eyes of the world on her at all times. It can’t be easy knowing that every step you 

take is being photographed and reported by the press and later examined by your adoring fans. 

The royal baby 

Kate and William’s son was born on July 22nd 2013 and has made Prince Charles a grandfather for the 

first time. The Queen is now a great-grandmother! As the royal couple arrived at the hospital there 

were already hundreds of reporters from around the world waiting outside to hear the news. 

Buckingham Palace announced the birth by putting a notice outside by the palace gates on a fancy-

looking golden stand. 

Immediately hundreds of people arrived at the palace to celebrate the news. There was a party 

atmosphere on the streets of London and news reports went out around the world to tell everyone about 

the arrival of the baby prince. Other cities around the world joined in the celebrations too; Niagara Falls 

in Canada was lit up with blue lights, as were other landmarks around the world. The day after the birth 

of the prince the front pages of all the major newspapers carried the story. One paper, The Sun, even 

changed its name to The Son for the day! Others published special souvenir editions. One online 

newspaper, the Guardian, gave their readers two options on their website - to see the news with or 

without reports of the royal birth. This was welcomed by many who find the hype and media attention a 

little too much. 

 

CONTINUED  OVERLEAF 
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R E A D I N G   (continued) 
 

The life of a prince 

What sort of life will the little prince have? Kate and William will no doubt try to keep his childhood as 

normal as it possibly can be. But this won’t be easy with the world’s media following your every move 

from even before the moment you are born. Princess Diana faced the same challenge with her sons,  

William and Harry. She tried to ensure that they did some of the same things as other children of their 

age like go to theme parks and play outside. Only time will tell what sort of life this prince will lead. 

For now it seems the nation are enjoying welcoming him into the world and whether you’re a keen 

royalist or not, there’s not a lot you can do to avoid hearing the news about this new arrival. 

Congratulations to Will and Kate! 

 
I  Circle true (T), false (F) or not given (NG)   for following statements based on the text above. 

 

1 The British Royal Family is becoming more popular.               T    F    NG 

 

2 William and Kate started dating when they were high school students.   T    F   NG 

  

3 William and Kate are keen on horse-riding.      T    F    NG 

 

4 There was a party in the seat of the Prime Minister celebrating the arrival                                                   

of the baby prince.                                           T    F   NG 

 

5 There was a lot of media hype surrounding the royal birth.  .  T    F   NG 

 

6 William and Kate´s baby is third in order of succession to the throne.   T    F   NG 

 

7 Kate gave birth to her son in Buckingham Palace.                 T    F   NG 

 

8 Everyone celebrated the birth of the baby prince in Britain.     T    F   NG 

 

9 The Duchess of Cambridge enjoys her celebrity life.     T    F    NG 

 

10 Parents of the new born prince intend that their son’s childhood is normal.  T    F   NG 

 

 

............./5 pts 

II  Complete the gaps from the text. 

11 The wedding date of William and Kate was proclaimed a .................................................. (2 words) 

12  ................................................................  around the world were lit up with blue lights.     (2 words)  

13 The Royal Wedding took place in .....................................................................................     (2 words) 

14 ............................................................. has got the first great-grandson.                     (2 words)                       

15 The notice about the birth of the royal baby was put on a ...........................................         (2 words)  

      next to the palace gate. 
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L I S T E N I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

You will hear Carl speaking about his job as a travel agent. Circle the correct answer A, B, C or 

D. 

1  He started working for one of the major chains .... 

A after he returned from Spain.   B when he was a university student. 

C  about ten years ago.    D after he got experience abroad. 

 

2 One of the reasons Carl wanted to be a travel agent is that... 

A   he has a good salary.    B   he travels a lot. 

C   he meets a lot of people.   D   he gets cheap flights and holidays. 

 

3  Carl’s main task is to... 

A sell holidays.     B hire cars. 

C  entertain customers.    D make travel arrangements. 

 

4 More and more Carl´s customers want ............ holiday. 

A  an ideal       B  a  tailor-made 

C  a package       D  a self-catering 

 

5  Carl is more interested in providing ... 

A  business trips.     B   a personalized service. 

C   travel arrangements.    D  holidays to unknown places.  

 

            

............./5  pts 

 

            Total Points:............./5pts 
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